Portable Magic: The Authors First Anthology

The 2014 Authors First writing contests
brought submissions from a wide range of
profound and wildly entertaining talent.
From this group of nearly a thousand
entrants, we have chosen seventeen works
of short fiction that will dazzle the
imagination and thrill the heart. What
happens when the most remarkable woman
youve ever met disappears for weeks at a
time leaving only magic and mystery in her
wake? What happens when a hostel worker
slowly loses his sense of identity? What
happens when a womans reinvention leads
her away from her husband and children?
What happens when a veteran rocker meets
the inspiration for one of his biggest hits
his long-estranged daughter? Youd be
surprised. PORTABLE MAGIC is a rich
anthology of rewarding stories from names
youre going to want to remember.ABOUT
AUTHORS FIRST We believe in authors,
and we understand that building a
community for authors to explore and
improve their craft is key to a vibrant
future for books. To support this belief, in
2013 The Story Plant launched the website
Authors First to provide a home for writers
created by writers who understand all of
the iterations of the writing life.

PORTABLE MAGIC is a rich anthology of rewarding stories from names youre going to want to remember. ABOUT
AUTHORS FIRST. PORTABLE MAGIC is a rich anthology of rewarding stories from the website Authors First to
provide a home for writers created by writers whoAngela Knight is an American author of mostly erotic fantasy. She
was a reporter for ten years and a comic book author. She lives in South Carolina. First published under Red Sage, she
was able to write romantic fiction for the first time in 1996. She published several short stories in their Secrets
anthologies. The Magi also sleep during the day as another means of gaining magic.Regarding the contest-winning
novel and its author, Lou Aronica, President and by The Story Plant and Fiction Studio Books in the anthology Portable
Magic,First appeared in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, May 2003. First appeared in Firebirds Rising: An
Original Anthology of Science Fiction andBe the first to ask a question about Portable Magic Portable Magic is an
anthology of short stories, who are the winners from the Authors First short stories was published by The Story Plant in
the anthology entitled Portable Magic. She was named as a runner-up in The Story Plants Authors First Novels contest.A
mesmerizing novel of faith, passion, and murder by the author of The Civil War: A Narrative. Drawing on themes as old
as the Bible, Footes novel compelsRead Portable Magic The AuthorsFirst Anthology by Lou Aronica, ed. with Rakuten
Kobo. Get $5 off your first eBook Get your first audiobook for free. dormant volcano into a subterranean world of
danger and beauty, A Journey to the Center of the Earth is as wonderfully entertaining today as when it was firstFree
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Download : Portable Magic: The Authors First Anthology,What are some ways to get more. out of the ebooks you read ?
just looking for the right ebooks:12 Plays: A Portable Anthology / Edition 1. by Janet Select a Purchase Option (First
Edition) . Overview Product Details About the Author Table of ContentsChad Stambaugh is a Fiction and Non-Fiction
author. A Business Owner Published in Portable Magic The Authors First Anthology book. Chad started hisYou Gotta
Have Wa. Retribution. In the Ruins of Empire. The Sushi Economy. First Into Nagasaki. The Pillow Book. So Sad to
Fall in Battle. Conduct Under Fire.I. Four Magic Mountains 1. Phaedruss Ghosts 2. The Depth of the Atom 3. The
Height of the Sky Tesuque Interlude: The Riddle of the Camel II. The Cold, GrayWriters on Writing (Bread Loaf
Anthology) 1st Edition Be the first to review this item . The Writers Portable Mentor: A Guide to Art, Craft, and the
Writing Life.
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